
Thus the first challenge of rehabilitation is to restore
the sense of safety through family and conînunity caring. He
asserted that no rehabilitation can be complete unless
meaningful community is restored. Where entire villages and
communities have been destroyed, the challenge is to create
new security for children. Where communities have been
daniaged by internal conflict resources for community
conflict are necessary ini parallel with the rehabilitation of
children. One obstacle to full rehabilitation and the
restoration of a sense of security and safety is the fact that
many wars i which children and community are involved do
flot have a clear ending, so that anxiety remains entrenched.

The second challenge to rehabilitation is combating
the post-trauniatic stress disorders that affect children.
Mr. Doe referred to his work as a psychological counsellor at
the Liberia Opportunities Industrialisation Centre in 199 1,
when a mental status examination was conducted on 65 child
fighters, ail of whom showed signs of different degrees of
traumatic disorder. Two symptoms that rated highly were
permanent alert and intrusion. The former leaves chlîdren
watchful and suspicious of people and objects, with psycho-
somatic reactions that include constant head, body and
stomach pains, hypertension and ulcers. Fear m4~y degenerate
into paranoia and Ruilt and lead to suicide. Intrusion is a
condil
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they are flot and that it must be recognised that child soldiers
are part of current reality in Africa. It was pointed out that
chldren were regarded as legitimate combatants in de-
colonisation struggles and that referring to African history is
flot appropriate when over haîf the population of Sub-
Saharan Africa was born after 1970.

Mr. Doe responded to a query fromn Christopher
Lowry about the use of traditional healers to recover lost
identity by stating that, although precise rituals did flot exist
for this culture, other rituals have been adapted to serve this
purpose. He described rituals of atonement and cleansing
through which comrbatants. are reintegrated into their former
communities: 'Ritual answers the unanswered questions.'

The questions then turned to the tradition in many
Sub-Saharan African societies of exacting a death penalty as
retribution for killing another human being. Mr. Doe stated
that in his opinion this was flot an acceptable option,
especially for children. Yet there is a question, as Lynne
Jones pointed out, of ensuring that children do understand
and see that justice must be done, without involving them in
the judicial process of trial, punishment and retribution.
'Accountable processes,' Mr. Doe agreed, 'do flot have to be
legal'.

T he role of comnxunity-based NGOs and action
programmes dealing with children in armed confiict:

Abubacar Sultan, Director, Wona Sanin, Mozambique
Abubacar Sultan began his testimony by remindig the
Tribunal that Mozambique is one of the few cases in which
conflict lias ended, a relatively successfiil cease-fire lias held
s0 that democrativ elections within a multiparty system have
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